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In January, the MSCI Japan declined due to concerns over the unexplained pneumonia. The market

was tossed around by Iranian affairs in the first half of the month. Stock prices fell temporarily on

fears about the escalation of antagonism between the US and Iran when the news about the killing of

Qassem Soleimani, the Iranian military commander in a series of US air strikes was reported before

turning up following level-headed responses by the two countries. Despite some rebounds in the

second half of the month when China’s economic indicators for December were strong across the

board, the market fell back again on concerns over the global economy when the viral pneumonia

erupted in Wuhan, the Chinese city and cases of human-to-human transmission of the virus were

confirmed in Japan.

Earnings: The earnings season for the October-December quarter kicked in. Companies that

made cost-cutting efforts are achieving results.

The earnings announcement season for the October-December quarter got under way. As of

4 February, 78 companies in the Daiwa 200, an index consisting of major TSE 1st Section stocks,

announced their earnings results. According to Daiwa Securities, recurring profits increased by

1%YoY. It appears companies that made cost-cutting efforts amid economic downturns are

achieving strong financial returns. We will show you some prominent cases below.

Positives

▪ Seven & I Holdings: The major convenience store beat the consensus estimate of EPS. Same-

store sales in the domestic convenience store unit bounced back thanks to large-scale

campaigns by cashless payment and settlement companies in the wake of the consumption tax

hike, while the sales promotion costs fell below its estimate.

▪ FUJITSU: The information and communication technology (ICT) company beat the consensus

estimate of EPS, revising up its EPS guidance. The operation rate of the domestic IT service unit

climbed upward, while the company’s PC sales remained strong on the back of the transition to

Windows 10. The company’s share buyback program up to JPY50 billion was also welcomed by

the market.

Negatives

▪ Ryohin Keikaku: The retail company missed the consensus estimate of EPS, revising down its

EPS guidance. The gross margin rate declined due to the inventory clearance sale, while the

inventory level remained high due to the overstock despite brisk sales, at which investors were

disappointed.

▪ SCREEN Holdings: The semiconductor production equipment company missed the consensus

estimate of EPS, revising down its EPS guidance. The company’s new orders fell below its

estimate despite strong willingness to invest in plant and equipment among its clients such as

TSMC and Intel. Its profit margin for existing projects also decreased due to inefficiencies in

production.
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Another data to back the economic recovery after the consumption tax hike

We were expecting a recovery in the domestic economy after the consumption tax hike in October 2019. Most

economic indicators which we pay attention to including Economy Watchers Survey turned up early while the

Leading Composite Index of Business Conditions didn’t. But we finally saw its rebound in the latest data. The

index is composed of eleven leading indicators, and some of them including Employment (New job offers

(excluding New School Graduates)), Corporate sentiment (Sales DI of the medium to small sized enterprises)

and Inventory (Inventory ratio of producer goods for mining and industrials) improved.

Source: Bloomberg, as at 7 February 2020.

We expect a temporary deterioration in next month’s economic indicators with concerns over the

impact of the new pneumonia. But when we look back on the past, economic indicators tended to

turn up and continue to improve for the few months after being pushed down by big events as in the

cases of the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011 and the Brexit Referendum in 2016. So we

expect a similar trend for the latest situation, too. Namely, the economic downturn triggered by the

coronavirus should come to an end after a while.

Business operations of Japanese companies in China are actually likely to improve steadily.

According to an article of the Nikkei newspaper on 9 February, 87.1% of 124 Japanese companies

suspended operations in China at the time while 43.8% were planning to resume operations in full

scale, 49% had plans to resume a part of their operations and only 7.2% either had no plans for a

resumption or completely stopped operations when asked about the future prospect.

We maintain a view that the domestic economy will rebound after the consumption tax hike while

keeping a sharp eye on an impact of the coronavirus on the supply chain.

Investment Strategy

We expect that the Japanese equity market will advance with the economic recovery and ongoing

accommodative monetary policies. Over the long term, more open policies to overseas funds

including the improvement in corporate governance as well as policies to boost the immigration

intake are also likely to support the market. We identify external factors, such as the escalation of

trade frictions and worldwide recessions, as major risks because they might bring about a sharp yen

appreciation. We expect fewer risk events in the first half of the year than in the second half. Taking

these into consideration, we will overweight the late cyclical sectors, such as industrials and

financials.

_____________________________
Notes: Some statements contained in this material concerning goals, strategies, outlook or other non-historical matters may

be forward-looking statements and are based on current indicators and expectations. These forward-looking statements

speak only as of the date on which they are made, and the Company undertakes no obligation to update or revise any

forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that may cause actual

results to differ materially from those contained in the statements. The Company and/or its affiliates may or may not have a

position in any financial instrument mentioned and may or may not be actively trading in any such securities.

The organisations and/or financial instruments mentioned are for reference purposes only. The content of this material should

not be construed as a recommendation for their purchase or sale. Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes

only.
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Investment Strategy

We expect that the Japanese equity market will advance with the economic recovery and ongoing

accommodative monetary policies. Over the long term, more open policies to overseas funds

including the improvement in corporate governance as well as policies to boost the immigration

intake are also likely to support the market. We identify external factors, such as the escalation of

trade frictions and worldwide recessions, as major risks because they might bring about a sharp yen

appreciation. We expect fewer risk events in the first half of the year than in the second half. Taking

these into consideration, we will overweight in cyclical sectors, such as industrials and financials.
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